How to stop **Worrying** about your **ASSESSMENT** and see how we **MARK** with **FAIRNESS**!

understanding how your assignments are assessed fairly

1. **Your Lecturers** will assess **ALL** your work against the **ASSIGNMENT QUESTION** or **BRIEF’S DELIVERABLES** and **LEARNING OUTCOMES**

2. After you have **handed in** your work for **assessment**, a minimum of 6 students or a **square root of a large cohort** form the sample to be internally and **moderated**

3. Another lecturer will moderate a **Sample** of the submitted work to ensure **Consensus** on the grade

4. Your **External Examiner** will check the **Sample** of work to ensure **Marking is Fair** and is parity with **SIMILAR DEGREES** in other universities

5. Your **Agreed Grade** from this Moderation is then **Passed back to the Module Leader**

6. And your **Module Leader** will then submit all the **Moderated Grades** to the **admin staff who prepare an Assessment Board**

7. And your module **grade is set** progression is agreed and you will get a **Transcript of your Achievements**

8. And if you are a **Final Year Student** then your **Degree Classification** is also **Announced**